POLIO "GAMBLING"
by
Duon H. Miller

When a crooked "gambler" deals from a "stacked" deck, he KNOWS his hand is "loaded" and he can NOT lose. So, he revels in the thought, "SHOOT THE WORKS... the sky is the limit."

But that's "kid-stuff" compared with the "loaded" hands dealt from the "stacked" deck (of the Salk FRAUDULENT Polio Vaccine) in the hands of Basil O'Connor's March of "CRIMES." It has all the witchcraft, mummery, idolatry and black magic of darkest Africa backed off the map.

GAMBLING, normally confined to small local "gangs," but, this "stacked deck" CRIMINAL "rocket" is dealt into EVERY American home... the most STUPENDOUS, UNCHRISTIANLIKE, UNDERHANDED "crooked deal" ever known in the entire history of all mankind.

Gamblers of the lowest type are upright respectable GENTLEMEN compared with RATS who knowingly GAMBLE with the lives of thousands of innocent little children as though they were mere MICE, (10c a dozen). The National Foundation, (for 16 years) has implanted FEAR into the hearts of every American parent so that they will let these children serve as "guinea-pigs" without any cost to the March of "CRIMES"... (cheaper than white mice).

Basil, we know your hand is "LOADED" from your own "STACKED" deck. YOU CANNOT DISPUTE that.

Many, many months BEFORE the Salk vaccine "carnival" started, a recent feature writer from Basil O'Connor's "gang" came to my office and DETAILED how this ROTTEN scheme was going to be mis-dealt NATIONALY. So far, EVERY unchristianlike move has materialized.
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